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A luminous sea of cotton swabs, reams of toilet paper, a beaded plunger--can you accept these objects as art? Here: Artists'
Interventions at the Aldrich Museum suggests that it can be done. Art with a sense of humor is refreshing, and the 12
installation artists contributing to the Aldrich's fall exhibition are a splash of sassy water on a suffocating day.

The idiosyncratic nature of the Aldrich's architecture makes it ripe for installation work, and the fall exhibition was designed to
suit all components of the museum and gardens, including its bathrooms. Local, national and international artists created works
specifically for their chosen space in the museum, or they tailored existing works to the aesthetics of the Aldrich, generating a
truly unique exhibit.

A colonial structure built in 1783, the Aldrich has received numerous facelifts since its original inception; the museum's three-
story lobby was added in 1987, eliminating a balcony that used to exist under what is now a skylight. Artist Lee Boroson
wanted his installation to recall the balcony and draw attention to the skylight, which is easily overlooked as one climbs the
metal staircase. Titled "Cake Walk," Boroson's work is a billowy mass of white material which encloses a recreated balcony
and drifts amidst the upper levels of the lobby staircase; he constructed the piece with nylon parachute fabric inflated by a
motorized blower. Ascending the staircase, one gets the impression of walking through clouds heightened by a transient
sensation of vertigo; the balcony component forces the eye up to the skylight, contradicting the claustrophobic, asylum feel of
the inflated fabric enclosure, which reminds one of padded white walls.

From the staircase, one enters the first in a series of chambers which comprise the installation space. Open doors reveal the
contents of a utility pantry transformed into sculpture via millions of tiny glass beads. Artist Liza Lou became disgusted with
homogenized suburban Americana after a trip to Italy and decided to force the banality out of banal things by beading every
inch of them. Mimicking the contents of an actual closet, Lou's cleaning supplies, plungers and brooms are sparkling wonders
that defy their association with toilets and grime.

While inspecting the closet, one's peripheral vision continuously wanders to an adjacent wallpapered wall. What at first appears
to be an undulating pattern on a loud teal background converges into jolting tableaus upon closer inspection; amidst cartoonish
anthropomorphic figures, hyenas dismember lazing characters, suggesting Little Red Riding Hood on acid. Alluding to the
narrative toile de Jouy wallpaper popularized in 18th century France, artist Mary Esch's stated intent is to parody the
supposedly civilized behaviors that take place in the domestic setting.

Continuing inward, one happens upon Susan Stockwell's toilet paper fiasco. Industrial-sized rolls of uncut toilet tissue, several
feet wide, are suspended from the ceiling in a long row; the paper is unrolled almost to the floor and drifts in slow-motion
waves induced by the viewer as she walks by. At the back of the installation, which is set up in a bay-window alcove, one
notices bullet holes burrowing through the sheets, and peering closer, the viewer can see a shifting tunnel of light filtering
through the fragmented paper. One does wonder what exactly the artist was doing when it occurred to her to shoot toilet paper
and call it art. Stockwell, who hails from England, also displays hand-sewn quilts rendered from used tea bags, paper baking
cups and stained coffee filters.

Sharon Louden's contribution to the exhibition is a narrow, low-ceilinged space partitioned off by a sheet. Inside this
makeshift room, a low wall separates the viewer from a floor sprouting 5,000 dental cotton rolls threaded on steel wires. As
one contemplates Louden's work (she considers it to be a 3-D drawing, not a sculpture) the lights, which are on a timer, flick
out, and the cotton rolls glow a luminescent green. Debating whether it looks more like a colony of phosphorescent fungi or a
luminous sea of floating tampons, one surely must chuckle and thank the muses for modern art.



Judy Fox has installed three highly realistic (and very creepy) nude adolescent figures. Entitled "Dying Gaul," "Eve" and
"Attila," the works allude to well-known themes in art history as well as specific works such as the original Hellenistic Dying
Gaul. Instead of depicting heroic and/or mythical men and women, however, Fox's works are a disturbing contradiction of baby
fat and worldliness. "Attila," cherubic face twisted into a warrior's death-smirk, shoots an imaginary bow and arrow at "Dying
Gaul," who stares dejectedly at the floor, lost in reverie. "Eve," whose red pigtails look like devil's horns, gropes her chest and
thigh sensually, suggesting a sexual awareness far more mature than her prepubescent body, and with a nasty, impudent glint in
her eyes, she appraises "Attila." The three figures, frozen in conflicting states of dominance and submission, of wisdom and
innocence, question social conceptions of youthful purity and its corrupt antithesis.

Walking into Michelle Segre's gallery space, one becomes a voyeuristic Lilliputian in a giant's scrap bin. Her plaster and
papier mâché sculptures of 5-foot-tall gnawed femurs, orange peels and boulder-like bread crumbs are both horrifying and
hysterical. The bloody, ultra-realistic detail of a gnawed bone reveals porous marrow in cross-section making one reconsider
vegetarianism. The orange peel's cratered surface looks more like alien terrain than produce, and propped in one corner of the
littered floor is a gargantuan slice of bread. Segre's installation generates new empathy for rodents, if not for contemporary art.

Using naturally felled maples from the Catskills, David Nash of Wales has created a large square sculpture of integrated wood
pieces which have been torched to a black char. Inspired by a photograph of a burnt village, Nash wanted to capture the
continuing process of loss and intentionally used wood that would continue to crack, warp and splinter over the course of the
exhibit. Bleak and tragic, the installation seems a ghostly testament to the fragility of organic matter, but at the same time, it
echoes the universal law that matter can neither be created nor destroyed, only altered.

Brian Tolle's "WitchCatcher"is the perfect paradox for the Aldrich's colonial New England structure. Beginning on the roof of
the museum, a brick chimney stack beckons warmly, but arriving at its continuation inside, one finds a twisted mass of four
spiraling flues instead of a fireplace. To further the Grimms-effect, faux attic windows peer down on barren, wintery scenes
below; if one has an active imagination, one feels suddenly trapped in a fairytale attic waiting for a spooky old woman to
materialize on a broom.

Three artists used the museum's outdoor space for their installations. Ridgefield's own David Gelfman created a three-ton,
fully-equipped submarine, "Lungfish," which lays impotently adrift on the museum's front lawn. Nestled in woody brush lies
Justen Ladda's "Dress." Built with welded steel and chandelier beads, Ladda's gown seems the clothing of a forest nymph;
"Dress" has such a strong presence that the viewer suspects a real, if invisible, personality must be modeling it. Roberley
Bell’s hideous but effective garden ornaments stand as odes to the unnatural nature of suburbia. Synthetic and gaudy flowers
pop out of two enormous Astroturf urns which stand like sentries on either side of a chain-link fence fashioned into a cage.

While Here is disparate in style and sentiment, it does uniformly speak to the inherent potential of space (remember to view the
bathrooms). Whimsy is also a common bond, as is humor--at least I hope some of these installations were designed with a less
than sober vision. Also on display through the fall is Roy Lichtenstein: Prints from the Collection of John and Kimiko Powers.
Considered to be one of the most significant pioneers in pop art and contemporary printmaking, Lichtenstein left a sizable
legacy spanning four decades when he passed away last year.

The Aldrich Museum of Contemporary Art, 258 Main St., Ridgefield, Conn., (203) 438-4519. Thru Jan. 3: Here: Artists'
Interventions at the Aldrich Museum; Oct. 29: Gallery talk with Brian Tolle; Nov. 5: Gallery talk with Michelle Segre; Nov.
12: Gallery talk with Sharon Louden; Nov. 19: Gallery talk with Lee Boroson. All gallery talks take place from 6:30-8:30 p.m.
$25/member, $35/non-member for whole series.

Thru Jan. 3: Roy Lichtenstein: Prints from the Collection of John and Kimiko Powers; Oct. 11, 4 p.m.: Contemporary Context,
a discussion between Roy's wife Dorothy Lichtenstein and John Powers; $10/member, $15/non-member.

Stefanie Ramp can be reached at sramp@ fairfieldweekly.com.


